CLIMATE SURVEY RESULTS HAVE BEEN PUBLISHED
Each spring the SPS district surveys families, students (grades 3-5) and staff to assess school
climate. 2018/19 results were published last month and can be found here. You can see the
individual questions by clicking VIEW ALL QUESTIONS at the very bottom/left of each summary
page. Below is a recap of all three categories.
Family Response:
80% of LHE families responded favorably to questions regarding "education quality," 77%
responded favorably to "culturally responsible school climate" and 65% responded favorably in the
"healthy community" category.
Student Response:
Students at LHE results show their highest responses in "student motivation & inclusion" with 81%
responding favorably, and "social-emotional learning" with 78% responding favorably. In categories
for "classroom environment" and "healthy community," 55% and 67% respectively responded
favorably.
Staff Response:
LHE Staff Climate Survey Scores are the lowest in the NW region of SPS and below average in the
district, with 57% responding favorably to "professional culture" questions (down 25%), and 62%
responding favorably to "instructional practice" questions (down 11%). Below are graphs showing
our year-over-year results and a snapshot comparison.

An unsatisfactory climate directly impacts our students
The PTA Board has received many comments and questions from concerned parents, especially with
regards to the class environment, the health of our community and potential attrition of staff. After
reviewing the staff survey results, the PTA Board presented Principal GG with a letter expressing our
concerns. We have invited her to share her specific plan of action to improve the staff climate,
specifically in the areas that were the lowest scoring in the survey.
We have not yet received a formal written response from Principal GG but will share upon receipt.
We are eager to help facilitate movement towards a positive working and learning environment for
our staff and our students. The letter we presented to Principal GG is featured below.
(Link to Survey Letter in full resolution)

The PTA is dedicated to supporting our students, staff and administration, and is committed to a
transparent, proactive approach towards resolution. Feel free to email questions
to president@loyalheightspta.org.

